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In-Patient Ward

Digitalized ECG Machine

Echo room
Cath Lab

Tread Mill Checkup
Hospital Facilities

**EEG Machine:** 32 channel

**Operation Theatre and Intensive Care Unit**
Minor Operation Theater: 4

Major Operation Theater: 8  Specialty Operation Theatres – 6
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Endoscopy

C – arm used for ercp

Outpatient Block
OP registration cell

Cardiology OP
Out Patient bus service

Pharmacy
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MRI Scanner

Digital X-ray Machine
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CT scanner

Colour Doppler
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Dialysis Unit

Hospital Optical shop
Case Discussion

MMCH&RI Ambulance services: 3
MMCH&RI Students donating Blood in Blood Bank camps

Outreach blood donating Camps
PATIENT ATTENDER WAITING HALL
Microbiology Lab
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Pathology Lab
Hospital Facilities

Biochemistry lab
Hospital Facilities

Two & four Wheelers parking

Hospital ATM

Central Canteen
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Mini canteen

MMCH&RI Administrative Cell